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Welcome to a new article series for Technical Support.
This four-part series will detail how to harden a Linux
system against unauthorized access and ways to limit

the damage caused by system compromise. Additionally, this series
will focus on Linux in enterprise settings, although most of what I will
discuss is not limited to a specific Linux architecture or distribution.

Part I will examine some of the basic issues in system security. I
will examine a few of the conditions necessary before you can
begin to contemplate a security posture. Additionally, I will identi-
fy several things that you must do before you can attempt to build
a secure system.

COMPUTER SECURITY: NO SUCH THING

The only secure computer is one that has the power turned off.
However, it is usually possible to raise the bar for system compromise
high enough so that your primary threat will be social engineering. It
is amazing how many people will cheerfully tell you their passwords
if you call them on the phone, identify yourself as a system adminis-
trator, and tell them you need their password for “testing purposes” or
some similarly lame excuse. After only a little security work, educat-
ing your user base should quickly become your highest priority.

Microsoft has proven itself a great boon to security consultancies
with the wide deployment of its Remote Virus Execution Protocol,
or VBScript. And even without the active vulnerabilities caused by
mail and Web clients that run arbitrary code without asking the
user, it is amazing how many otherwise rational people can be
induced to run unknown and untrustworthy code merely by
promising them a glimpse of someone’s naughty bits if they will
double-click on the attached file.

To some degree, you can protect the network against such tactics;
however, it will not be completely foolproof. Foolish people can be

surprisingly inventive, particularly in their determination to view
what they fondly believe will turn out to be naughty pictures or
funny jokes — and why have none of them noticed that every
single Internet-circulated joke is, first, not that funny, and second,
something you first heard when you were six years old? Educating
your users about what not to do is well worth the effort.

DEFINING A SECURITY POLICY

On the one hand, this step may seem obvious. However, on the
other hand, it may seem unnecessary. Conceptually, this step is very
simple: What do you consider a security violation? The obvious
answer, and one that might seem to make a formal security policy
unnecessary, is “a security violation is unauthorized access of a sys-
tem.” Well, so far so good. Unfortunately, as you begin to look more
closely, “unauthorized access” becomes a very slippery concept. We
can all easily agree that a competitor logging in to your system with
a stolen password is unauthorized access. However, is bouncing mail
off of an SMTP server that allows relaying “unauthorized access” in
the absence of a written policy? What happens if the unauthorized
access is not just a few email messages to individuals, but unsolicited
commercial email sent to hundreds of thousands of addresses? Is it a
security violation for users on a network to install services that
someone could use to penetrate a system, even if no attacker has yet
exploited the vulnerability? Under UNIX and UNIX-like systems
(including Linux), users must have access to the /etc/passwd file for
thoroughly legitimate uses; for example, for “ls -l” to show the login
name of a file’s owner rather than just the owner’s numeric ID. Unless
the “shadow password” suite has been installed, this file contains the
encrypted passwords of each user on the system. Is it a security viola-
tion for a user — who is implicitly allowed access to /etc/passwd —
to run a program that encrypts a dictionary of words and compares
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this encrypted dictionary to the password file, hoping to find matches
that will allow that user to log in as another user?

These are all probable security violations; they certainly would
be on any of my networks. However, in the absence of a formal pol-
icy, a chastised user can argue about any of them. Even in this
instance, a draconian Acceptable Use Policy that states “anything
you do on our network is at our pleasure, and your access may be
restricted or revoked at any time and for any reason” can give the
system administrator the leverage he needs to react appropriately.

This is, of course, not my recommendation. For starters, it is very
difficult for a system administrator to treat all users equally, and even
with the best of intentions, he may merely give a stern warning to one
person for an offense that would merit firing for another person.
Additionally, even if the system administrator has the wisdom to make
the right and fair decision in all circumstances, he must convince his
users that they have been treated fairly as well. You will lessen every-
one’s heartache considerably if there is a clear, unambiguous written
policy that the company rigorously follows. The only circumstance in
which a site can forego having a formal security or Acceptable Use
Policy is if all the users on a network are both competent and trusted,
which implies a small organization of highly technically skilled users.
The sheer size of most of the Technical Support readers’ companies
makes this unlikely; my usual rule of thumb is that if you need a
Human Resources department, you need a security policy.

Defining a security policy is a big task, one that you cannot do
hastily. Further, this policy will dovetail with the site’s Acceptable
Use Policy. This policy needs to clearly state what the users’ rights
and responsibilities are, and conversely what checks and balances
are under the power of the system administrator. Under UNIX, the
“root” user traditionally has unlimited power. Root is perfectly
capable of reading any user’s mail; root can change any user’s pass-
word at whim; and root can delete all the files on a system. The
Acceptable Use Policy — of which a security policy should be a
part — will not change the administrator’s ability to do these
things, but it should carefully describe the circumstances under
which the administrators are allowed to perform such tasks.

I find the best way to approach a security policy is to divide the
network’s functions by service and then by department. This usually
provides a granular enough approach so that you can sit down and
begin to hash out the necessary issues. For instance, for the email
service, it may be appropriate to say that each department’s out-
bound mail must flow through its own outbound SMTP servers, and
conversely that no one outside of that department may relay mail
through its server, and that the only mass-mailing permitted must
be done through administrator-approved mailing lists.

INTRUSION DETECTION

Let’s assume that you have managed to work out a usable security
policy. The next question is how will you know when a security
breach has occurred? You must keep accurate system logs, and, just
as important, review them occasionally.

Logging
Linux contains the “syslog” facility. Syslog can log incidents

reported to a file, to the console, to a separate host, to an arbitrary
device, or to a pipe to a program. All of these can be useful in some
circumstances. I will come back to the issue of syslog later in this

article series. However, here are a few guidelines: logging every-
thing to a file and to a loghost makes a lot of sense, as long as there
is adequate disk space to hold the logs. Neale Ferguson of
SoftwareAG has ported syslogd to VM, so if you are running Linux
for S/390 or zSeries under VM, you could use VM syslogd as a
loghost; most attackers who might be able to defeat UNIX security
to compromise your loghost will be thoroughly baffled when faced
with a CMS guest machine. You should at least log high-priority
messages to the system console if it is located where anyone is
watching. However, if the system console is in a machine room that
usually is not attended, then this does not make much sense. One of
the first things attackers often do, of course, is to disable syslog and
to erase the log files. Sending logs to another host helps, but if the
loghost is also compromised, you may be left with no record of the
intrusion. That is why for my critical systems, I direct at least some
syslog output to a line printer. In this case, unless the attacker phys-
ically breaks into the room with the printer and removes the paper,
that log is going to be difficult to modify after the fact.

Tools exist to make scanning system logs more manageable: One
of the dangers of a policy that includes copious logging is that huge
logs tend to go unread, and a log file that is never scanned may as
well have never existed. One of the better tools in the Linux world
is “logsurfer.” It can be configured to do syntax coloring and to
ignore messages you do not care about, which makes looking
through a 5MB log file for one or two interesting incidents more
palatable. If you are running Linux on S/390 under VM, then you
also have the option of using hcp to send log messages to another
user, such as OPERATOR. A creative use of the Programmed
Operator Facility can make automatic reaction to log messages
possible, and is a topic that I will cover later.

FILE SYSTEM INTEGRITY

Catching attempts by intruders to infiltrate your system is only
half the battle. Once an attacker is inside, he will almost certainly
attempt to modify the system in some way — perhaps by introducing
a set of “Trojan Horse” binaries to allow easier access by sniffing
other users’ passwords and reporting them to him. Or, perhaps the
intruder will attempt to install services to exploit (open sendmail
relays and IRC servers are common in this category) by simply
using your file system as a repository for immense quantities of
pirated music, ripped DVDs, and the ubiquitous Internet porn.

The canonical tool for file system integrity checking is Tripwire,
developed at Purdue University, and available in commercial and
non-commercial flavors. Tripwire is somewhat arcane and painful
to use, but the basic idea is quite simple: Take an inventory of
programs available on the system, create cryptographic checksums
of each file, put the list of checksums into a file and checksum it,
back up that checksum someplace safe and protected from an
intruder (a write-protected floppy disk or a CD-ROM, not a CD-RW,
are the usual choices), and every so often compare the list of
checksums with the checksums of what is actually on the system.
Raise an alert when changes are found.

Most of the art of Tripwire maintenance lies in knowing what to
ignore. Log files, mail queues, temporary files, and, to a lesser
extent, user directories change constantly, and so it is not helpful to
know that they have changed. On the other hand, system binaries
should not change unexpectedly.
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From this standpoint, Linux for S/390 or
zSeries is magnificent when deployed under
VM. You can create a “master /usr image”
that contains a full installation. Put the /usr
partition on its own minidisk, and give
every other Linux image a read-only link to
it. The master image does not have to be
networked, or it can be set up with an
extremely restrictive set of network access
permissions, making it much harder to com-
promise system binaries.

AUTHORIZATION AND
PRIVILEGE LEVEL

One of the most difficult parts of
responding to a security violation is deter-
mining who did what, when. Part of the
problem is that UNIX has traditionally
relied on a model of “root” and “everyone
else,” and most system services run as root.
The usual way of gaining access is by run-
ning the “su” command to become root.

This does not necessarily let you know who
used the root account to do what, although
often the system log can be correlated with
incidents to determine that information. The
key to overcoming this is to recognize that
even if, logically, all services run with the
same high privilege class, access to their
administrative interfaces can be restricted.
Rather than allowing “su” as a general-pur-
pose login mechanism, you may want to
consider using the “sudo” program to allow
restricted access to particular services from
certain user accounts.

Further, it is simply good practice to ensure
that applications run with the minimum priv-
ilege level necessary to accomplish their
tasks. If something does not need to run as
root, it should not. One common problem is
that most well known services use port
numbers below 1024, which can only be
bound by root. In a future article, I will
show how to use port forwarding, either at
the packet or protocol level, to redirect these
privileged ports to higher, unprivileged
ports, which then frees up services to run
without root permissions.

Of course, the minimum privilege level for
an unnecessary service is “none.” All Linux
distributions ship with most services enabled.
An attacker cannot exploit something that is
not running. One of the easiest and most pro-
ductive steps a system administrator can take
is to simply shut down any unused service.

Another useful tactic is to only allow ssh
access for use of system accounts. This is not

only to defeat password sniffers, but has a
very useful side benefit: ssh will log what
key connected to it, so you know which user
became the mail administrator, for instance,
on a particular date, rather than simply
knowing “someone who knows the password
connected from host X.” The aggressive use
of ssh as a system administration tool will be
explored more thoroughly in a future article.

THREAT MODELS

It may be helpful for you to try to assem-
ble a picture of what type of attacks may be
tried. You should consider authentication
and authorization separately.

Authentication Breaks
The first type of threat is a pure authentica-

tion break. In systems that rely on passwords
for authentication, this type of attack is
almost always caused by password theft in
one guise or another. This can range from
the low-tech and straightforward, such as
calling up a user, impersonating a system
administrator, and asking the user for his or
her password to simply snooping through
the Post-it notes stuck to the user’s monitor
and inside the user’s desk drawer. Other
examples that would be slightly more
advanced include sniffing traffic and pulling
cleartext passwords from the data stream, to
malicious applications that pop up a spuri-
ous login/password dialogue to trick the
user into giving away the information.

There are a number of defenses, which I
will investigate in more detail later in this
series; the most cost-effective in terms of
effort invested for payoff received, is disal-
lowing plaintext protocols. Removal of the
“r” services-rlogin, rsh, rcp-replacement of
telnet with ssh, and removal of FTP, combined
with replacement of POP and IMAP with
their SSL-wrapped variants will effectively
eliminate network sniffing as a method of
password theft. This will be detailed in a
future article in this series.

More esoteric options are available
including: one-time passwords, S-Key
devices, biometric identifiers; these are gen-
erally beyond the scope of this article series.

AUTHORIZATION EXPLOITS

The second category is the problem
caused by users accessing services they
should not have permission to use. This may
be as simple as a mail server that allows

anyone to relay through it. A user getting
access to another user’s directory due to
misconfigured file permissions is another
example. On the more nefarious end of the
spectrum is an exploit to gain root access
by, for example, overwriting a too-short
buffer in a mail program with executable
code, thus allowing the user to gain a root
shell, and then convincing the application to
branch to that location.

Responses to this can range from the simple
— making sure your mail server is not
configured as an open relay — to the elab-
orate — performing a line-by-line code
audit to make sure there are no buffer
overrun vulnerabilities, as OpenBSD did
with its core system. A response such as
making sure that applications run with the
minimum level of privilege necessary to do
their job is a prudent course, and falls some-
where between those two extremes.

COMBINATION ATTACKS

While it is quite common for administra-
tive accounts to be well protected, ordinary
user accounts tend to be much more weakly
secured. This presents an attractive target
for an attacker to gain access to a user
account via an authentication breach, and
then implement an authorization attack to
boost privilege class to root.

CONCLUSION

I hope this article has provided you with
a glimpse of some of the issues regarding
securing a system. Next month, I will examine
how to actually make a Linux system less
insecure and develop some practice to go
with my theory.  
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